
ALMA Data Archive



Data Mining in ALMA Archive
- Why do we care archive?

- High time pressure: It’s not easy to get time. Waiting for years and 
years?

- Rapidly growing: It is hard publish everything (by PI).
- Existing data: source, molecular line, continuum, resolution, etc.
- Preparation: Improvement of already-published results and propose 

in next cycles.
- Public Data

- Public data can be downloaded anonymously.
- Science Verification (SV) data (early data).

- Proprietary Data (i.e., not public)
- Only PI (or authorized accounts by PI) can download the data. 

Proprietary data is for 1 year (from release date).



Keys to find useful data (need some basic knowledge)
- Source position (within half of the 

primary beam)
- ALMA band: CO(1-0) (band 3: 115 

GHz), CO(6-5) (band 9, 690 GHz)

- Configuration (angular resolution, 
largest angular scale)

- Mosaic, single pointing
- Sensitivity
- Specific time, variability

Google: ALMA proposal guide, ALMA handbook, 
ALMA quick start, etc
Talk to your advisors and radio friends.



Archive Interface
ALMA Science Portal (NRAO, NAOJ, ESO)       https://almascience.nrao.edu/

https://almascience.nrao.edu/


Archive Interface
ALMA Science Portal (NRAO, NAOJ, ESO)     https://almascience.nrao.edu/alma-data



Querying the ALMA Science Archive
- Moving Mouse in searching field and you will see dialog, e.g., source 

name, project code
- Try: (1). Cen A in source name, (2). 2012.1.00001.S in project code



Querying the ALMA Science Archive
- Try: 2012.1.00001.S in project code
- Options: raw data & project
- Public data only check box



Querying the ALMA Science Archive

- Try: 2012.1.00001.S 
in project code

- Options: raw data
- More columns
- Moving Mouse to 

project code and 
you will see the 
abstract (helpful to 
guess the data 
structure).

Enter sorting number



Querying the ALMA Science Archive
- Try: 2012.1.00001.S in project code
- Options: Project
- All the data are collapsed into one project.



Querying the ALMA Science Archive

- You will receive an notification email from the archive system 





The ALMA data hierarchy (after cycle 1)

SG1

SG2

SG3

SG1
SG2
SG3

- 3 Science Goals (SG) in project 
2012.1.00001.S

- SGs are separating scientific goals, 
“most” likely different tunning or 
difference configurations (talk 
more later)



The ALMA data hierarchy (since cycle 1)
Science Goal (SG)

Scheduling Block (SB)

Observing View  (For PI)

Data processing View (pipeline, etc)
ObsUnitSet (OUS)

Execution Block (EB)

Science Goal OUS

Group OUS

Execution Block (EB)

Group OUS

Member OUS1

EB1

Member OUS2

e.g. epoch 1 e.g. epoch 2

e.g. 12m
Member OUS3

e.g. TPe.g. ACA

(Science request, freq. Config., target, etc.)

observing setup according to SG (something 
like observing script)

Repeating SB if single SB 
exceed two hours (the unit 
of one observation data set)

EB1 EB1EB2 EB2 EB3

Observations that have to be 
combined from several member OUS 
are placed into the same Group OUS



The ALMA data hierarchy (since cycle 1)

SG1

SG2

SG3

SG1
SG2
SG3

Case 1: Three frequency tunning

SG1: 1 Group OUS (the second Group OUS is 
a false folder, no data, ignore it), 4 member 
OUS (12m, ACA, and TP)
SG2: 1 Group OUS, 1 member OUS
SG3: 1 Group OUS, 1 member OUS

Keys: utilizing the columns to show frequency, 
largest scale structures (LAS) and the member 
OUS id.



Case 2:  1 SG, 4 Group OUS (4 epoch). Why 4 Group OUS? Because we don’t want multiple epochs 
are merged into one calibration data.
12m only, same frequency setup, so we only have 1 member OUS for each group OUS.

The ALMA data hierarchy (since cycle 1)



The ALMA data hierarchy (cycle 0)
Science Goal (SG)

Scheduling Block (SB)

Observing View  (For PI)

Data processing View , no Group 
OUS

Execution Block (EB)

Science Goal OUS

Group OUS

Execution Block (EB)

Group OUS

SG OUS1 = 
Member OUS1

EB1

SG OUS2 = 
Member OUS2

e.g. 12m
SG OUS3 = 
Member OUS3

e.g. TPe.g. ACA

(Science request, freq. Config., target, etc.)

observing setup according to SG (something 
like observing script)

Repeating SB if single SB 
exceed two hours (the unit 
of one observation data set)

EB1 EB1EB2 EB2 EB3



Browsing the Results of cycle 0 project (2011.0.645.S)

Nothing, data can not be delivered likely, for many reasons, band 9 in this 
case



Downloading the data
1) Download script: A bash download script can be run in Linux and Mac (recommended)
2) Download Manager: ALMA's download manager is launched as a browser applet, 
allowing for parallel downloading that can be paused and resumed.
3) Web Start Download Manager: JAVA
4) File List 

> chmod a+x downloadRequest12345.sh
> ./downloadRequest12345.sh
> for i in `ls *.tar`; do tar -xvf $i; 



Hands-on sessions

Goal 1: search project

Goal 2: retrieve download script

Reminder: do not run the script now, data size is 9 GB. I 
have downloaded for your CASA Tutorial 1 session this 
afternoon.



Step 1: https://almascience.nrao.edu/aq/
Step 2: search for source name: ngc1614.
Step 3: click column “integration” to sort smallest number (120.96 sec).
Step 4: check the box and hit “submit download request”.

Hands-on Session

click

https://almascience.nrao.edu/aq/


Hands-on Session
Step 5: check the SBs (raw) you need - 9 GB including raw data
Step 6: hit “Download Script” and save file (downloadRequest572361972.sh).
Step 7: chmod 755 downloadRequest572361972.sh (Don’t do this now)
Step 8: ./downloadRequest572361972.sh (Don’t do this now. If you did, type ctrl-c to abort.)



Data Packaging (Directory Structure)
The tar files of a delivery contain scripts and logs, calibration tables and
representative images, as well as one or more README files.

log. The set of log les generated by CASA during the calibration.

product. FITS image cubes of (a selection of) frequency channels in the measurement set, ms
qa. Several diagnostic plots, related to the data calibration.
script. All the scripts used for the data calibration.
calibration. All the calibration tables (and plots) (The calibration directory contains subdirectories for 
each EB (named*.calibration and*.calibration.plots)
calibrated. The calibrated measurement set(s) of the EB(s). These are named *.split.cal.
raw. The measurement set(s) after a basic a-priori calibration (antenna positions, Tsys , and 
PWV). These are named *.split.
README. Some useful information.


